Cost of bmw 330ci fuel filter replacement

This range covers an average Fuel Evaporative Canister replacement. Tell us your car to get a
guaranteed price for your Fuel Evaporative Canister replacement from RepairSmith. The
emissions control system keeps your car from releasing excess harmful emissions into the
atmosphere, which is both environmentally unfriendly, and illegal. Also known as the charcoal
canister, the fuel evaporative canister traps fuel vapors that escape the fuel tank. Those vapors
that would otherwise be released, but the fuel evaporative canister allows the car to utilize them
instead. After the vapors have been trapped in the fuel evaporative canister, the engine pulls the
vapors out via vacuum suction, and burns the vapors. The fuel evaporative canister should last
the life of your vehicle. That device runs tests to make sure that the emission controls are
operating properly. I think you know what to do here. Get it replaced as soon as possible. Not
sure? Let us diagnose. What is a fuel evaporative canister? Related repairs How can we help?
Nov 1, Oct 31, Oct 27, Oct 22, Oct 14, Get a Quote 1-Year 12,Mile Warranty. How urgent is a Fuel
Evaporative Canister replacement? How can we help? RepairSmith is here to make car repair
easy. Do-It-Yourself information for the modifications I've completed Do-It-Yourself information
for essential wear and tear items Articles covering all the ways to maintain your car All about
the BMW ci Various links that I've found valuable A few pictures of my car and some others. The
information provided at "Bmwci. The user assumes that risk. Difficulty Changing your fuel filter
isn't that difficult of a job. You will need to lift at least the front of the car to get the job done, but
it is by no means difficult. It might take a little bit of time to get the old one off depending on the
age of your car and the condition of the rubber fuel line hoses. I started off just using ramps,
but put the whole car on stands once I realized that extra room is a good thing if you don't want
gas spilled all over you! I decided not to since my hoses were still in good shape. Safely lift at
least the front of the car 1. Using a lift or a floor jack with ramps lift at least the front of the
vehicle. Instructions for jacking up your car can be found here. This can be a very dangerous
step, so make sure that the car is properly secured before ever getting under it. Never get under
a car that is just supported by a jack! Locate the fuel filter 2. The fuel filter is located on the
drivers side of the vehicle right next to the transmission cross brace. Remove the cover around
the fuel filter 3. Using a 8mm socket, remove the three bolts holding the back of the cover on.
Using at least a 3" socket extension, remove the two hidden bolts at the front of the cover
closer to the engine. Taking the entire cover off will make things much easier. For those of you
who might be wondering, my jack is not lifting the car in these pictures, it's merely there as an
insurance policy, because I don't want to get any thinner. Some of you out there will probably
understand this and others won't. Loosen the hose clamps and remove the old filter 5. Loosen
the 10mm nut on the bracket that holds the fuel filter in place. Remove the bracket. Before
removing the fuel filter, go and open up your fuel cap on the side of the car to depressurize the
fuel tank. This will minimize the fuel leakage and make these next steps very easy. Using a flat
head screwdriver, loosen the three hose clamps as much as they will go and slide them out of
the way. Get a smaller sized flat head screwdriver and pry it underneath the hoses to them
loose. You will probably need to apply quite a bit of pressure since the clamps had the hoses
pretty well bonded to the old fuel filter. Do not remove the hoses all the way. Just get them
loose enough so you could slide them right off. Repeat this will all three hoses. Note the final
4th smaller diameter hose will just come right off 9. Position your bucket to catch any leakage
and pull the old fuel filter off. Mind only leaked a little bit, so you shouldn't worry about getting
drenched in fuel. Install the new fuel filter Take the old hose clamps off of the fuel hoses and
install the new ones on loosened of course. Slide the new fuel filter onto the lines, make sure
that the arrow faces forward and it looks oriented exactly like it is below, where you can read
the text of the fuel filter when looking at if from below. Tighten up the hose clamps and put
everything back together Using a 5mm socket, tighten the hose clamps on the fuel hoses in the
same places that they were tightened before. Make sure they are tight, but don't try and over
tighten them. Reattach the fuel filter bracket and reinstall the shield. I also added a picture of the
gas that came out of the old fuel filter. The dirt on the bottom was already in the bucket, but as
you can see the gas definitely wasn't as clean as it could have been, so I recommend you
change your filter if you never have! This is a simple do-it-yourself job and it should be
completed every so often to ensure you're getting good gas mileage and not doing unnecessary
harm to your engine. I'd recommend doing it every k miles, but every has their own opinions. It
never hurts to make sure what is going into your engine is nice and clean, especially if you plan
on owning your bimmer for a while. I know I'm planning on it! All product manufacturer logos
are property of their respective manufacturer. Changing Your Fuel Filter Warning! I decided not
to since my hoses were still in good shape Instructions Safely lift at least the front of the car 1.
Locate the fuel filter. Remove the cover bolts The last two are a bit hidden. Remove the fuel filter
bracket Loosen the hose clamps Remove the fuel filter. New fuel filter Install the fuel filter
Proper orientation of the fuel filter. Tighten the hose clamps on the filter Reinstall the bracket

and shield The old fuel filter. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and
transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a
week between 7 AM and 9 PM. The fuel filter is made of cellulose or synthetic-based filter media
that traps extremely tiny contaminants, such as rust particles and dirt, present in the fuel as it
flows from the fuel tank to the fuel injectors. The filter media is sealed within a cylindrical
shaped housing that looks like a tiny soda can. You will most often find the fuel filter plumbed
into the high-pressure fuel supply line beneath the car, right next to a sturdy frame rail. Some
fuel filters, particularly on diesel-powered vehicles, have water traps as well. Some newer cars
do not have serviceable fuel filters as the filter is built into the fuel pump located in the fuel
tank. Yes, so long as the fuel filter is not leaking. If there is a leak, have it repaired before driving
the car. If clogging is suspected and potentially causing engine operating problems, have the
cause investigated and resolved at your earliest convenience. In extreme cases, a very old filter
that may be plugged could disintegrate, allowing what were trapped contaminants to reach the
fuel injectors and causing additional problems. Estimate price near me. Service Location.
YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety
inspection. See availability. Fuel Filter Replacement Service What is the fuel filter and how does
it work? When to consider replacing the fuel filter: Scheduled maintenance. Fuel contamination.
If any foreign fluids, bad fuel, or water enters into the fuel system mistakenly, the fuel filter
should be replaced. Fuel system repairs. If the fuel pump has been replaced, work has been
performed on or in the gas tank, or the fuel injectors have been cleaned or replaced, always
install a new fuel filter. Major engine repairs, or engine replacement, also require a new filter.
There should be zero leakage of fuel, whether liquid or vapor, in the fuel system. Leaks at the
fuel filter connections might necessitate not only a new fuel filter but also new O-rings in the
push-on connections to the fuel filter. Warning light indication. Diesel powered vehicles may be
equipped with a water-sensor warning light circuit to signal the driver if excessive water has
accumulated in the fuel filter. The water will have to be drained and the filter possibly serviced
or replaced. How do mechanics replace the fuel filter? A clogged fuel filter that is integral to the
fuel pump must be removed with the fuel pump from the fuel tank to perform service. For all
other vehicles, the procedure begins with raising the vehicle and supporting it with steel jack
stands. The fuel system is depressurized so the filter can be removed from the high-pressure
fuel line without gas spraying out. The in-and-out connectors to the filter are removed and the
filter is removed from the fuel line. The new filter is installed using a small amount of oil on the
O-rings to ease re-installation of the quick connect fittings. The fuel system is then checked for
leaks while the engine is running. Is it safe to drive with a fuel filter problem? When replacing
the fuel filter keep in mind: A plugged fuel filter can be ruled out using pressure and volume
tests on the fuel system. Given enough elapsed mileage though, all fuel filter replacements
should be done as basic maintenance, and so complicated tests are not necessary if the filter is
already known to be old. Consult the vehicle maintenance schedule to determine when to
replace the fuel filter. If you have bought contaminated gas, once all fuel system repairs are
made, always install a new filter. Gasoline is perishable and will eventually degrade into
compounds that will damage the fuel system. Generally, if a car has sat unused with gas in the
tank for more than 3 to 6 months, the gas should be drained and the fuel filter replaced. Number
of BMW Ci services completed. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular BMW Jobs. Auto service
in Your City. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. James 21 years of experience. Request James.
James provided exceptional service. He was prompt, thorough, and communicative. Great
vibes. Royal 15 years of experience. Request Royal. Good fast service. Adam 16 years of
experience. Request Adam. Very good! Edmar 17 years of experience. Request Edmar. Edmar
was friendly and knowledgeable. He took the time to explain upcoming maintenance items and
which ones could be done together to save on labor costs and time. How can we help? Read
FAQ. Service type Fuel Filter Replacement. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week.
Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or
office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. The pressure and output of the pump are
controlled by a regulator. Filtration of the fuel occurs either in the fuel tank using a pickup
screen or externally with a replaceable filter mounted in the fuel supply line. A high quality, OEM
fuel pump can last indefinitely. However, as with any electro-mechanical component, a fuel
pump will eventually degrade and fail. If it fails to produce adequate pressure or completely
quits operating, it will need to be replaced. This failed condition can sometimes be preceded or
accompanied by one or more of the following symptoms:. However, if the fuel pump problem
involves leaks of gasoline or vapors, it is unsafe to continue driving, and should immediately be
checked by a qualified mechanic. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic
Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See
availability. Fuel Pump Replacement Service What is the fuel pump and how does it work?

When to consider replacing the fuel pump? A failed fuel pump may prevent a car from starting
or stall it. Check engine light is on. Sometimes a fuel pump will fail slowly, and that means the
fuel pressure and volume slowly degrades. The lack of fuel may result in the engine operating
without enough fuel relative to the amount of air, causing the check engine light to appear.
Whirring noise from fuel tank. As a fuel pump fails, you may notice a whirring or humming noise
coming from the fuel tank area, toward the rear of the car. If the noise is from the fuel pump,
failure of the pump is often imminent and you should replace the fuel pump at your earliest
convenience. How do mechanics replace the fuel pump? Should the fuel pump be faulty, it is
removed from the tank through an access panel above the tank in the passenger compartment.
When no access panel exists, fuel is first drained from the tank and then the fuel tank must be
lowered from the vehicle to gain access to the pump. In all cases, fuel pump supply and return
hoses, as well as EVAP system hoses, and electrical connections to the pump must be
removed. Once the pump is out, any reusable brackets and pick up screens are attached to the
new pump, then the new pump is installed. If the fuel system uses an in-line external filter, a
filter is often replaced. All hoses and electrical connections are re-established. Fuel is added to
the tank and the engine is run to test for leaks. Is it safe to drive with a fuel pump problem?
When replacing the fuel pump keep in mind: Prior to replacing, the mechanic will power the fuel
pump directly to confirm that the issue is a failed pump versus a faulty power supply to the
pump. Unless the fuel filter was replaced recently, whenever the fuel pump is replaced a new
fuel filter should be installed. When failing earlier than expected, the power supply should be
verified because a voltage drop in the fuel pump circuit can lead to overheating. Should the fuel
tank be lowered during the repair, the fuel tank straps and fasteners should be checked for
excessive corrosion and replaced as needed. The fuel in the gas tank cools and lubricates the
fuel pump. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular BMW Jobs. Auto service in Your City.
Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Adam 16 years of experience. Request Adam. Very good!
James 21 years of experience. Request James. James provided exceptional service. He was
prompt, thorough, and communicative. Great vibes. Royal 15 years of experience. Request
Royal. Good fast service. Edmar 17 years of experience. Request Edmar. Edmar was friendly
and knowledgeable. He took the time to explain upcoming maintenance items and which ones
could be done together to save on labor costs and time. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service
type Fuel Pump Replacement. One of the best maintenance programs you can run on your BMW
is making sure you are feeding your engine plenty of good clean fuel. Including a good fuel
additive like Techron on a regular basis is also key. Doing both of these will help ensure you
BMW engine runs smooth and delivers the power, performance and fuel efficiency you expect
out of you bimmer. Wellâ€¦for the most part. As these little beasties collect in your fuel filter
they restrict the flow of gasoline, causing a drop in engine fuel pressure and a loss in
performance and efficiency. A badly clogged fuel filter will most certainly cause a fuel pump
failure, or even worse clogged fuel injectors. A regular BMW fuel filter replacement is cheap
insurance against costly repairs down the line. There is a lot of online chatter concerning when
to change the fuel filter on your E46 3 series. Our opinion is this: you should do a BMW fuel
filter replacement every 30, miles or 2 years, whichever occurs first. The fuel filter was installed
in your BMW as a replaceable maintenance item to protect your engine and your fuel pump. It
should be changed on a regular basis, just like your oil filter. The good news is a BMW fuel filter
replacement on the 3 series E46 is relatively inexpensive. We show you how in the following
step by step procedures. The BMW M54 engine i and i has two inlet ports. Make sure to double
check your year and model vehicle before ordering this part for your BMW fuel filter
replacement. Fuel filter required â€” The fuel filters for the M52 and M54 six cylinder engines are
differentâ€¦make sure you purchase the correct one. Not sure which engine you have in your
E46 3 series? Use our engine finder above. Hose clamps required â€” Always use new hose
clamps when replacing your fuel filter. Filters for M52 engines need two clampsâ€¦M54 filters
need three clamps. Now is a great time to install a new air filter. Add some clean air to your
engine to compliment the fresh fuel filter! The Level of Difficulty displays graphically how
challenging the repair is, from beginner to expert. Beginner repairs usually require very few
tools, have short repair times and are simple to complete for even the most novice of
mechanics. As the difficulty level rises expect the repair to demand more time, use more
specialized tools, and require a better understanding of mechanics to complete the job. The
Repair Cost graphically displays approximately how expensive the repair will be to perform.
Please note that these cost estimates are approximate and can fluctuate based on brand
preferences and manufacturer. Share on Facebook. Repair Summary The following article gives
detailed instructions on replacing the fuel filter on a BMW E46 3 series car. Even though we
have used a BMW ci to perform this repair, this article can be applied to any BMW E46 3 series
vehicle with minor modifications. If you are not just completing a regular scheduled fuel filter

maintenance, but rather are trying to diagnose a fuel delivery issue in your car possible
damaged fuel pump, clogged fuel injectors, etc , we highly suggest you
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run a BMW fuel pressure test prior to doing any repairs. It is simple to do, and may save time
and money while trying to pinpoint the cause of your fuel issue! We show you how by clicking
here. For more information on affiliate links , please click here. Fuel filter â€” Mann All E46
models with the M52 engine i and i. All E46 models with the M54 engine i and i. Air filter â€”
Mann Air filter â€” Genuine BMW Floor jack â€” low profile. Wheel Ramps. Screwdriver â€” flat
blade. Hose pinch off pliers. Drain pan â€” 5 gallon. And congratulations for Doing It Yourself!
The Repair Difficulty Level displays graphically how challenging the repair is, from easy to
advanced. Easy repairs usually require very few tools, have short repair times and do not
require jacking and supporting the vehicle. As the difficulty level rises, expect the repair to
demand more time, specialized tools, and better understanding of mechanics to complete the
job. BMW E39 i M54 2. All rights reserved. BMW E36 i M42 1.

